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  Developing the Shared Network Quality  

Assurance Framework – proposals for consultation 

 

Over the past eighteen months, the Age UK Quality team, local partners, and colleagues 

from the nations have worked together to review and improve our shared approach to 

quality as a Network. This has been part of our joint Age UK / AEA Quality Review process 

and involved the Services for Older People Committee (SOPC).  

 

Through the Quality Review, we have worked together to explore how we can: 

• Streamline our assessment processes and bring our organisational and service quality 

programmes together, into a single quality framework.  

• Reduce the current weight of assessment and develop a more continuous 

improvement approach, looking more at working practice and culture than documents. 

• Address service quality – currently, our only shared standards are for I&A services, yet 

the biggest risks and opportunities lie in how we deliver our services. 

• Use technology better - making existing quality reporting simpler; helping our individual 

organisations identify quality issues and access support more quickly; helping the 

network better understand, mitigate and manage our collective risks.  

• Ensure a clear, consistent compliance process for all standards and not just the Charity 

Quality Standard (CQS). 

 

Together, we have made really good progress and we want to share the outcomes of the 

review and proposed changes to our existing quality programmes for your feedback. 

 

As the next CQS cycle is due to start this year and we need to evolve and improve our 

shared Network approach to quality to make things simpler and reduce your workload, we 

are consulting on changes to make improvements now rather than waiting for the next 

version of the Brand Partner Agreement (BPA). This will also allow time to evaluate the 

changes together; identify what support partners need to work within the framework – and 

provide this; and promote it to external stakeholders (e.g., health bodies), so we can 

ensure the quality requirements of the next BPA are fully inclusive and fit for the future.  

 

Making changes to our quality programmes requires a two stage consultation process.  

We shared the outline proposals through the Network Development Programme (NDP) 

consultation in summer 2020 and having worked with partners to respond to the feedback / 

develop the detail of the framework, we are now consulting on a more detailed set of 

proposals. These will apply to all members of the Age UK network - Age UK, nations 

and local partners in England and Wales. 

 

This consultation will run for eight weeks from 24 January to 18 March. All feedback will 

then be reviewed to identify any changes / further work required before launching the 

updated Network Quality Assurance Framework. As you will see, some elements are ‘work 

in progress’ and for each of these, there is a commitment to co-production and listening to 

feedback before anything is agreed and signed off by the AEA Executive Committee. 
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We know this continues to be a very difficult and busy time for people and that reading and 

responding to a consultation is an additional ask of your limited time. We are therefore: 

• Providing a short summary of the proposals so you can get a quick insight into the 

proposed changes – most of which are simple improvements to what we have already. 

• Holding three free webinar sessions so you can hear about the proposals directly and 

ask any questions. These will be on: 

Monday 7 February 2pm – 3pm  

Monday 21 February 11am – 12pm  

Monday 7 March 2pm – 3pm  

To book a place, visit: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/network-quality-assurance-

framework-consultation-webinar-tickets-245859461267 

Quality Team colleagues will also ask to join regional meetings so you can discuss 

these proposals with your colleagues. If you and / or your Board would like to discuss 

the proposals in more detail, a member of the Quality Team would be happy to come 

along to a meeting. 

• Asking some simple consultation questions via a short web form so you can share your 

response: https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=SB0-

FBaIvEeD3nw9rCcOL739ljn0c19CqS7r9JuyoIBUQVpLUVo0NU1GQlExS1I4RVMwV1c

2UUxGVi4u  

 

 

More details are on page 17 of this consultation document, and we are really keen to hear 

from you! 

  

 

 

 
 

Pam Creaven 

Services Director, 

Age UK 

Paula Bee 

Chair, Age 

England 

Association 

Dawn McNally 

Vice Chair, Age 

England Association 

Michele Jolly 

Vice Chair, Age 

England Association 

  

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eventbrite.co.uk%2Fe%2Fnetwork-quality-assurance-framework-consultation-webinar-tickets-245859461267&data=04%7C01%7CHeather.Stephenson%40ageuk.org.uk%7C0877f2b2cc774d26713608d9d74453b7%7C143e1d48881647bc83de7c3dac270e2f%7C0%7C0%7C637777510728560572%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=hCbdybspTOqvBM%2BCAR3ear0NkSYoUb3uwbV6TAg6P7k%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eventbrite.co.uk%2Fe%2Fnetwork-quality-assurance-framework-consultation-webinar-tickets-245859461267&data=04%7C01%7CHeather.Stephenson%40ageuk.org.uk%7C0877f2b2cc774d26713608d9d74453b7%7C143e1d48881647bc83de7c3dac270e2f%7C0%7C0%7C637777510728560572%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=hCbdybspTOqvBM%2BCAR3ear0NkSYoUb3uwbV6TAg6P7k%3D&reserved=0
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=SB0-FBaIvEeD3nw9rCcOL739ljn0c19CqS7r9JuyoIBUQVpLUVo0NU1GQlExS1I4RVMwV1c2UUxGVi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=SB0-FBaIvEeD3nw9rCcOL739ljn0c19CqS7r9JuyoIBUQVpLUVo0NU1GQlExS1I4RVMwV1c2UUxGVi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=SB0-FBaIvEeD3nw9rCcOL739ljn0c19CqS7r9JuyoIBUQVpLUVo0NU1GQlExS1I4RVMwV1c2UUxGVi4u
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Introduction 

 

Phase one of the consultation on changes to our quality programmes, showed broad 

support for the proposals which aimed to adapt what we have now and take a more 

continuous improvement approach that would streamline the Network’s existing standards; 

address service quality; build a culture of quality; and be proportionate and flexible.  

 

Partners asked for clarification on the governance, reporting, compliance and cost of the 

Quality Framework, so a more detailed FAQ document was published in May 2021 to 

respond to these questions. This can be found here.  

 

In this second phase of consultation, we share the outcomes of the Quality Review.  

 

Most of the proposals are about tweaking and improving what we have now to make 

our Network approach to quality simpler and less demanding on your time: 

• Making our existing shared standards less prescriptive. We can all meet the same high 

standards without having to do exactly the same things in the same way. 

• Reducing the amount of time you will need to spend preparing for assessment. 

• Using simple electronic forms to meet the existing quality reporting requirements and 

introducing more regular confirmation checks to reduce the burden of external 

assessment. 

 

Some of the proposals are about bringing greater consistency and transparency to our 

existing Quality Assurance processes: 

• Extending the current Charity Quality Standard (CQS) compliance regime across the 

whole Network Quality Assurance Framework to ensure a consistent, proportionate 

approach that is focused on improvement not punishment. 

• Introducing a shadow Independent Quality Panel of external experts to increase the 

independence and impartiality of decision making around quality and compliance. 

 

And others are new: 

• Introducing a new self-assessed Core Quality Standard for Services that recognises 

local variation in the services we deliver and how we deliver them. 

• Considering quality more from the perspective of the people we engage with by asking 

for satisfaction scores and providing a means to measure this. 

• Providing tools to help our organisations assess the impact of key changes on our 

quality and give partners confidence to deliver services together. 

• Working together to develop a scheme to recognise excellence and share good 

practice. 

 

These proposals will apply to all members of the Age UK network – Age UK, nations 

and local partners in England and Wales. 

 

  

http://theloop.ageuk.org.uk/Interact/Pages/Content/Document.aspx?id=41014
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As you read through this document, we would like you to consider the extent to which the 

proposed changes around Quality Assurance: 

• Will help to improve organisational and service quality in the Network. 

• Will help your organisation feel assured that it is meeting the Network standards. 

• Give you confidence that support will be available to help partners improve their quality. 

• Will help your organisation take a more continuous improvement approach to quality. 

 

We would also like to hear: 

• If there are any other measures you would like to see added to the Network Quality 

Assurance Framework.  

• If you have any concerns about how your organisation would meet / evidence the 

quality standards.  

 

We know that the Network Quality programmes will be new to many who are responding to 

this consultation, so please contact us at quality@ageuk.org.uk with any questions if what 

we are describing is unclear to you.  

 

We also recognise that there may be partners that would value the support of another 

partner or that could offer their support to a partner in meeting the requirements of the 

Quality Assurance Framework (e.g. sharing expertise, processes etc) so if this applies to 

you, please let us know and tell us if there’s any other support you might need.  

 

More details about how you can share your feedback are provided on page 17.  

mailto:quality@ageuk.org.uk
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Thanks to all who have helped in developing these proposals! 

 

The proposals in this document have been co-produced with partners during 2020 – 2021.  

 

We would like to thank: 

• The joint AEA / Age UK Quality Review Group – who have undertaken a 

comprehensive review of the Charity Quality Standard (CQS).  

• The group of partners who helped with developing the new CQS self-assessment tool. 

• The four partners who are piloting the new CQS and assessment approach. 

• Members of the three Communities of Interest who have helped to develop: 

o The Core Quality Standard for Services.  

o Quality Reporting Forms to be accessed via the partner portal.  

o A Satisfaction Survey.  

(A Community of Interest for each topic met monthly from May to August 2021 and 

each included approx. 15 people from Brand Partners representing a range of roles – 

Chairs, trustees, CEOs, service managers). 

• The seven partners who have piloted the new approach to the Quality of Advice 

element of the IAQP assessment; the additional nine partners who provided detailed 

feedback; and all the regional I&A networks who helped to shape this work. 

• The SOPC who have helped to develop the engagement process and have shared 

their ideas and feedback on various aspects of the Quality Framework. 

• The AEA EC, particularly for their input into developing the proposals for compliance 

and governance. 

 

The principles that have informed the development of this work are to: 

• Focus on meeting customer requirements; ensure regulatory compliance; manage risk; 

and demonstrate good practice. 

• Enable continuous improvement – so we’re a network of partners that listen and learn 

to improve what we do. 

• Avoid duplication – streamlining our existing standards / assessment processes; 

maximising passporting opportunities; and using existing external standards for 

services, where they exist. 

• Encourage and support improvement – balancing recognition of good practice and 

excellence with identification of areas for improvement.  

• Recognise that we are all independent organisations responsible for our own 

governance, management, and quality. We do however share a brand and need to be 

accountable to one another. 

• Work together. Our standards will be developed collaboratively. No additional 

standards will be prescribed without prior engagement with the network. 

• Recognise that some quality standards apply to us all (e.g., CQS – we’re all charities) 

and others won’t (e.g., footcare – delivered by many but not all partners). 

• Develop technology to facilitate less resource-intensive processes and reports. 

• Only ask for data that will be used for specific quality assurance purposes.  
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Aim of the proposals 
 

While it may look like a lot of change, the proposals all aim to make things simpler and remove duplication - evolving and improving what 

is in place currently. We expect their implementation will: 

• Help to put the people who engage with our organisations at the heart of our approach to quality as a Network.  

• Make more of recognising and celebrating the things that are done excellently and help share good practice. 

• Better recognise the differences in how we do what we do – making the CQS less prescriptive; breaking the IAQP into its component 

parts to recognise that you may give Advice and provide Information & Signposting through various services and functions in your 

organisation (e.g. reception); not assessing your organisation against standards that don’t apply to it (e.g. fundraising). We can all 

meet the same high standards without having to do the same things in the same way. 

• Provide a Standard for your services that recognises local variation in the services delivered and how they are delivered. 

• Help your organisation deal with the demands of the changing external landscape by giving you the ability to produce key headline 

quality data and demonstrate to commissioners / customers / other stakeholders that your services meet an agreed quality standard. 

• Provide a more devolved model of quality assurance – giving you tools to do this locally; seeking confirmation that things are 

happening rather than requiring data to prove this; demonstrating trust and recognition that we are each responsible for what we do. 

• Reduce how much time you need to spend preparing for assessment / reporting, focusing instead on continuous improvement of 

working practice. 

• Enable a more continuous improvement approach so that checking quality / internal assurance becomes part of the ‘everyday’ and 

you can spot warning signs / quality issues and rectify them more quickly. 

• Mean you can access the support you need at the time you most need it. 

• Help our Network meet the Charity Commission’s requirements for federated networks. 

• Give you tools to help you feel more confident in working with and alongside one another. 

• Enable fast action where necessary to prevent people from coming to serious harm or detriment due to actions / inactions that have 

taken place within our Network. 

• Bring a consistent and proportionate approach to compliance in all instances where serious quality issues are identified. 

• Incentivise engagement in improvement action.  

• Recognise that we are all required to work within the Quality Assurance Framework and reflect this in a more independent 

governance process. 

 

The following pages outline the detailed proposals in relation to each aspect of the Shared Network Quality Assurance Framework.   
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The Standards 

Currently, the Charity Quality Standard (CQS) is quite prescriptive and describes certain activities that all members of the Network must 

do. It focuses on quality from a risk and compliance perspective and not that of the people who engage with our organisations.  

The Information & Advice Quality Programme (IAQP) provides benchmarks for an organisation’s Information & Advice service and 

doesn’t reflect the fact that some partners are currently unable to provide advice. It also doesn’t recognise that ‘giving Advice’ and 

‘providing Information & Signposting’ are often delivered through other services / delivery mechanisms (e.g. reception).  

Aims:  

• To make our shared Network Standards more ‘bespoke’ to each of our organisations. 

• To put more emphasis on quality from the perspective of the people who engage with our organisations. 

• To better recognise the range and variety in our service delivery models (e.g., we deliver Advice via various services; we provide 

Information & Signposting through different teams; we all provide different services and do so in different ways). 

• To fill the current gap in terms of shared Network Standards for services as this is where most serious quality issues / incidents arise. 

• To differentiate the standards that apply to all of us from the standards that apply to some of us. 

Proposed amendments: 

• CQS – minor changes to content to be more continuous improvement focused. The quality expectations are less prescriptive - it will 

be up to each of our organisations to describe how we meet them. The expectations also look at quality from the perspective of the 

people we engage with. More passporting options from external standards have been identified. To see the draft Standard, click here. 

The Standard will be revised to reflect any learning from the current CQS pilot.  

• Good Age UK standard – to end this programme and reflect the learning / relevant benchmarks in the other Standards. 

• IAQP - the benchmarks will remain the same, but to ensure the standard recognises that some partners no longer provide advice / 

some provide it via various services, the benchmarks related to giving Advice will be separated out from the benchmarks related to 

providing Information & Signposting. Organisations will therefore only be assessed against what they actually deliver, and there will 

be two slimmer standards – Quality of Advice Standard and Quality of Information & Signposting Standard.  

New changes: 

• Core Quality Standard for Services – this generic quality standard is designed to apply to any service being delivered by a member 

of the Network. To see the draft, click here. This will be updated after the CQS pilot to remove any duplication. 

• Standards for specific services – if a service provided by a large part of the Network has specific quality requirements (e.g., 

footcare), these will be documented as standards to sit alongside the Core Quality Standard for Services. If there is an existing 

external standard (e.g., CQC, Advocacy standards), our organisations would be expected to meet that rather than Age UK create 

something Network specific. Any standards for specific services will be developed with partners and SOPC prior to sign off. 

http://theloop.ageuk.org.uk/Interact/Pages/Content/Document.aspx?id=41691
http://theloop.ageuk.org.uk/Interact/Pages/Content/Document.aspx?id=41693
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The assessment model 

Currently, the assessment model for our shared Network Standards is based on external assessment or completing and submitting a 

self-assessment to Age UK. A lot of time is spent preparing for assessment. Our organisations are also asked to share a lot of 

documents for review and there is duplication between the assessment requirements of the CQS and IAQP. 

Aims:  

• To remove duplication from the current assessment processes and reduce the amount of preparation time required.  

• To make the assessment approach more conversational, bespoke to the context of each organisation, and less document heavy. 

• To recognise that it is the responsibility of our individual organisations to review our own policies and procedures. 

• To take a more timely, proportionate and risk based approach to assessing the Quality of Advice. 

• To promote continuous improvement – providing tools that partners have requested to help them monitor quality / provide ongoing 

internal assurance; helping to identify and rectify issues (e.g., cases of wrong advice) in a timelier way.  

• To reduce the risk of AQS certification lapsing if corrective actions are needed, significant to the funding of some partners. 

• To provide tools that help our organisations demonstrate quality to our stakeholders (e.g., commissioners, customers).  

Proposed amendments: 

• CQS – removal of requirement to upload documents in advance of the assessment visit and organise focus groups. Use of virtual 

assessment methods to make participation easier. Less assessor time spent looking at documents / records; more time in 

conversation, understanding the context of your organisation, and observing what happens in practice. Views of older people to be 

captured during assessment and each organisation to choose how to do this (e.g., survey results, interviews with a few older people 

etc). New version of self-assessment tool designed to assist in audit preparation and support ongoing / annual review as requested 

by partners. Reduced document focus and simpler annual confirmation (see ‘Changes to Reporting’ page 8).  

• IAQP – new approach to be phased in according to your position in the assessment cycle to ensure you can maintain AQS 

accreditation. ‘Advice’ benchmarks of IAQP to be assessed via slimline service management review that covers ‘Advice essential’ 

elements only (removing duplication with the CQS); Quality of Advice assessment whereby a smaller number of files are reviewed on 

a more frequent basis - fewer files will be reviewed / there will be less frequent review if files are good; and mystery shopping.  

A new approach to assessing the Information & Signposting related benchmarks will be developed and piloted with partners in 2022. 

It is expected that this will involve self-assessment and mystery shopping. 

New changes: 

• Core Quality Standard for Services – no external assessment. Instead, a self-assessment tool will be provided so each of our 

organisations can assess itself against the Standard. This won’t need to be shared with Age UK unless relevant to programme 

funding (see below). Frequency of using the tool / which services will be self-assessed to be determined by each organisation. 
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• Standards for specific services – approach to be developed with partners and the SOPC. Expected to involve self-assessment or 

use of an existing external standard (e.g., CQC, Advocacy Standards). If an Age UK Wellbeing programme is funding delivery of a 

specific service (e.g., MCST), it may be a programme requirement to use the relevant ‘service specific’ and Core Quality Standard for 

Service self-assessment and share these with Age UK so it can demonstrate to the funder that quality requirements are being met. 

 

Points of change - NEW 

Our current shared quality programmes are assessed on a three yearly cycle with little review in between assessment visits. A lot can 

happen within three years and have a major impact on quality. 

Aims:  

• To recognise that a lot can change during the three years of an assessment cycle – especially with changes to key staff.  

• To provide tools to help new Chief Officers / other key post holders familiarise themselves with the organisation and see for 

themselves what’s working well / spot any gaps / request support if they need it.  

• To give partners more confidence to work together in delivering services etc, through providing a means by which they can 

demonstrate they meet agreed and shared quality measures to one another. 

• To reassure partners that if a neighbouring partner wants to start delivering services in a ‘gap’ area, it will do this to the agreed 

Network Quality Standards. 

New changes: 

• To request the completion of a CQS or Core Quality Standard for Services self-assessment - as appropriate, after a major point of 

change (e.g., merger, appointment of new CEO, new service manager etc) so there is a re-assessment of the quality practices within 

the organisation / service and opportunity to identify any required action and request support if needed. 

• To encourage partners that are working together to deliver services, to use the Core Quality Standard for Services self-assessment 

to demonstrate to one another that they meet the core quality requirements. This is optional, not mandatory. 

• If a partner requests to fill a ‘gap area’, for them to complete and submit a self-assessment as part of that process to reassure others 

in the Network that they will deliver services in that area to the agreed Network Quality Standard. 

 

Considering quality from the perspective of the people who engage with our organisations - NEW 

Currently our shared quality programmes are very much focused on managing risk and ensuring compliance with legal requirements. 

There is little that considers quality from the perspective of the people who engage with our organisations. 

Aims: 

• For our shared quality programmes to have more emphasis on quality from the perspective of the people we engage with.  
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• To know what the people who engage with our organisations think about the quality of what we do and use the learning as a Network 

to get quality right and achieve good outcomes.  

New changes: 

• For each of our organisations to share our annual satisfaction score through the annual quality confirmation (see reporting). To 

support this: 

o Each partner (including Age UK) will have access to a satisfaction survey template via the Partner Portal and Brand Hub.  

o For each partner that chooses to use the survey template to decide who they send it to / when / what interval etc.  

o For each partner to be able to see its own survey response data and analysis ‘in real time’ via the Partner Portal. 

Each of our organisations will only be able to see its own responses / analysis. There will be no obligation to use the survey and 

alternative satisfaction score data can be provided via the annual confirmation form. 

 

Changes to reporting 

Current reporting / updates on quality between assessment visits is retrospective, so too late to help identify warning signs or for 

partners to request support. There have been many cases where organisations haven’t spotted low levels quality risks / or for I&A, that 

they’ve been giving people wrong advice, and things have escalated into serious incidents. With an ‘early warning system’, work to 

address the issues would be less urgent, easier, and require less support than now when issues often come to light too late. 

Serious Incident Reporting as required by the BPA is ad hoc, so falls short of the Charity Commission’s requirements for federated 

charity structures, whereby bodies such as Age UK are required to have a central awareness of all serious incidents - even though the 

handling of those incidents sits locally. While each partner is asked to share quality updates / data with Age UK, this is not shared back 

with them, so a partner is currently unable to use the data it provides to see patterns or do ‘year on year’ analysis of its results. 

Aims: 

• To simplify existing quality reporting and make it timelier. 

• To meet the Charity Commission’s new stricter Serious Incident Reporting requirements for federations.  

• To create a better ‘early warning’ system so each of our organisations can more quickly identify and address its quality risk factors. 

• To ensure support needs can be identified and met more quickly. 

• To support a more continuous improvement approach to our shared Network Quality Standards by more regularly confirming that key 

quality processes are happening so the external assessments can spend less, more focused time looking at records. 

Proposed amendments: 

• To replace the current Partner Information Return quality confirmation questions and ad hoc serious incident reporting process with 

two simple online reporting forms that each of our organisations will access via the Partner Portal –  
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o A Serious Incident report form to be completed by a CEO as and when a serious incident occurs and use this to request 

support if needed.  

o An Annual Confirmation form that will ask a short set of simple ‘yes / no’ questions to confirm that key annual quality 

processes are happening and ask for an annual % satisfaction score. 

• To introduce a Quarterly Confirmation form that will reduce the ‘record checking’ element of external assessment and provide an 

‘early warning’ system. This will ask a series of simple ‘yes / no’ confirmation questions about more ‘ongoing’ quality processes (e.g., 

staff training, risk assessment). Other than two questions which ask for a percentage completion rate (DBS checks and mandatory 

training), no data will need to be shared.  

New changes: 

• To use a Quality area in the Partner Portal as the single ‘go to’ place for required quality reporting. Each of our organisations will only 

be able to see its own Quality area and select which of its staff can access each part of it. No personal data will be gathered or stored 

in the Quality area of the Partner Portal. Data protocols will be in place to ensure only a very limited number of Age UK Quality & 

Transformation team staff can see the quality information that is provided via the Partner Portal and this information will be used to 

ensure appropriate and timely follow up as and when required. Quality data may need to be shared with the shadow Independent 

Quality Panel to inform their decision making (see ‘Changes to Governance’ pages 12 – 13). Quality related data would only be 

provided in aggregate to the AEA EC (e.g., number who hold each standard; % compliance with quality KPIs etc). 

• To use the functionality of the Partner Portal to enable each of our organisations to review and analyse its own responses and help to 

identify: any patterns in the type of incidents occurring; whether incidents are occurring in some services more than others; good 

practice, themes or gaps relating to key quality processes; anomalies to be addressed etc. To also provide the functionality for data 

analysis so high level quality reports can be produced for each organisation’s Board, managers, and other stakeholders. 

 

Celebrating excellence and sharing good practice 

Currently, if examples of good or excellent practice are recognised during a quality assessment, they are only highlighted to the 

organisation concerned. There is nothing in place to recognise, celebrate, reward, and share this practice more widely.  

Aims: 

• To build something that helps our organisations feel proud of what we do, motivate our workforce, and gain greater external 

recognition.  

• To provide a more effective way of promoting and celebrating excellence and sharing good practice across the Network.  

New changes: 

• To work with partners to develop a scheme for formally recognising excellence and sharing good practice in the Network.  
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Implementing the Network Quality Assurance Framework 

As is currently the case, the approach to quality will always recognise the possibility that 

things will go wrong. The focus will remain on where improvement is needed and to 

support improvement rather than ‘punish’. Support will always be made available to help 

partners manage serious incidents / quality issues / make improvements as required.  

 

Support will remain the starting point of the quality framework and the key underpinning 

principle that will apply at all points in the spectrum below.  

 
The majority of Age UK’s effort and resource will remain focused on prevention and 

supporting self-diagnosis to reduce the risk of quality related issues occurring in the first 

place. The above spectrum does however allow for a process of intervention, aiming to 

ensure appropriate and timely corrective action, where required, to prevent harm.  

 

It is anticipated that intervention may only be required in a very small number of 

exceptional situations, as is currently the case. In most instances, partners address any 

quality issues directly and manage them appropriately. There have however been some 

very serious quality related issues and incidents across the Network that have needed 

significant intervention and support to prevent further harm and detriment to older people; 

the closure of organisations; and risk to our shared brand. 

  

A few examples include situations where the actions or inactions of a partner have led to 

the death or significant injury of an older person; people being abused or neglected by 

staff and volunteers; wrong advice being consistently given over a long period of time, 

leading to many older people missing out on significant amounts of benefit and the partner 

having to make a large insurance claim or pay compensation; significant governance 

failings that have led to mass staff walk outs and halted the operations of an organisation. 

 

Each of these situations has required fast action to prevent further harm or detriment. 

While action can be required via the CQS process, there is no such escalation route for 

quality concerns identified in other ways. These issues have needed to be handled on a 

case by case basis. In most cases, the partner has engaged fully in taking necessary 

improvement action and been grateful for support. However, in some cases, partners have 

refused to act, and in the time taken to escalate this, people remained exposed to harm.   

The following proposals therefore aim to bring a consistent approach to compliance for 

each of our standards / quality issues identified outside of assessment and describe what 

the ‘intervention’ end of the above spectrum would look like.  
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Improvements to the compliance process 

Currently, if a non-conformity is found during a CQS assessment / a ‘not met’ is found in an IAQP assessment, action is required within a 

defined timescale related to the seriousness of the issue and support is offered. However, compliance action can only be taken if the 

required action is not taken within the defined timescales for the CQS. If required action is not taken in line with the CQS requirements, 

the only sanctions currently available are to suspend CQS certification and end that partner’s BPA. 

If a serious quality concern is identified outside of CQS or IAQP assessment, timescales and compliance action have to be decided on a 

case by case basis.  

Aims: 

• To ensure a supportive, fair, and transparent compliance process that is focused on preventing harm and detriment to people and our 

organisations.  

• To ensure a proportionate approach to intervention, whereby: 

o The speed of required action to address an issue will 

depend on the level of risk (e.g., actual / potential 

serious harm to older people),  

and  

o The nature of intervention will be dependent on the 

engagement of the partner in taking required action 

(e.g., partner fully engaged = collaborative approach 

to intervention; partner refuses to take action = 

enforced intervention required). 

• To incentivise engagement in taking improvement action.  

• To focus any enforcement action on achieving quality 

improvements. 

• To make terminating a BPA the option of last resort.  
Proposed amendments: 

• To extend the CQS approach across all standards / situations where serious non-conformities and / or quality concerns are identified. 

• To continue defining serious non-conformities and / or quality concerns according to the current CQS guidance: “Any observation, 

disclosure or allegation that relates to a serious abuse, malpractice or misconduct, and indicates an unacceptably high level of risk to 

older people and / or the organisation and / or the Age UK network”.  
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• If such an instance arises, for there to always be initial follow up to understand the circumstances behind the issue and assess its 

significance (e.g., if a person died of natural causes while participating in a service, that would be very different to a situation where 

the death of a person had been caused by an organisation’s action or inaction). As part of this, support / involvement would be 

offered (if needed) to ensure a timely investigation and review of the findings.  

• To introduce a more escalating scale of intervention responses based on the level of risk to people and the organisation; and the 

level of willingness of the organisation to engage in taking timely and necessary improvement action e.g. 

o For there to be joint agreement of an action plan and less frequent monitoring if an organisation engages in the process.  

o For there to be enforcement of an action plan, engagement with the Board and more regular monitoring if an organisation 

will not engage / further harm is extremely likely. 

• To clarify that suspension of a service can be required until the issues have been satisfactorily addressed, if the level of risk is 

unacceptably high (this approach has already been taken in a small number of cases, so introducing a proper process will increase 

transparency). 

• For Age UK to work within the same set of principles, hold itself to account and respond to requests for action from the Quality Team 

as described above. For Age UK to be open and transparent about its own quality by providing an annual quality report to the AEA 

EC and informing them of any urgent quality issues that could have an impact on the wider Network. 

  

Improvements to governance 

Currently, Age UK unilaterally decides if and when enforcement action is needed / good practice should be recognised, based on the 

outcome of a quality assessment and / or notification of a serious quality issue. This is not ideal, as the compliance process applies to all 

of us, including Age UK – so for Age UK to unilaterally decide when enforcement action is needed or a body that involves local partners 

(e.g., the AEA) to make such decisions, there could be issues around fairness, conflicts of interest and impartiality.  

Proposals for an Independent Quality Panel to be part of the future governance structure for the Network are on hold with the pause of 

the Network Development Programme. However, Age UK remains keen to progress the principle of independent governance of quality. 

Aims: 

• To ensure independence and remove the potential for conflicts of interest and partiality in decision making around compliance and 

recognising excellence.  

• To introduce more transparency into the current process where decisions are made by Age UK staff.  

Proposed amendments: 
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• To establish a shadow Independent Quality Panel as an advisory body, so decisions made about recognising excellence and 

compliance prior to new governance arrangements being in place, are informed by external experts. To use the opportunity to test 

how such an Independent Quality Panel works, so recommendations can be made for the future network agreement and governance 

arrangements. 

• To recruit approx. 4 - 6 people, all from outside of the network to the Panel. Members would be required to demonstrate passion for 

people receiving good quality services; understanding / interest / expertise in quality assurance; professional experience of delivering 

quality assurance approaches; and a good understanding of risk management in the context of service providing organisations.  

• For members of the AEA EC and colleagues in the nations to be involved in the recruitment process for this Panel. 

• For the Quality Team to refer any recommendations for recognising excellence or enforcement action to the Panel for its expert and 

impartial decision. 

• For partners in England to be able to appeal a compliance decision via the AEA EC (as currently), and nations to be able to appeal to 

the Age UK Chief Executive. 
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What will these proposals mean for your organisation? 

 

The proposals will bring some changes and new aspects to our shared Network Quality 

Standards and assessment processes. This diagram aims to illustrate what the standards 

will be and how they will be assessed: 

 

 
The new approaches to assessment and self-assessment are designed so that the load 

doesn’t fall solely on Chief Officers. The way in which they are structured means that 

people from across an organisation – trustees, staff, and volunteers, can play a part. The 

Core Quality Standard for Services self-assessment form is specifically designed to be 

undertaken by the person who manages the service. 

  

Work will take place when scheduling your external assessments to ensure they do not all 

fall too closely together – unless you want them to. 

 

The table on the following page shows what the framework would mean in practice in 

terms of what each of our organisations would need to do and when. 
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What will these proposals mean for your organisation? 

The proposals will bring some changes / new aspects to our shared Network Quality 

Standards and assessment processes. The table below shows what the framework would 

mean in practice in terms of what your organisation would need to do and when. 

 

Standards Charity 
Quality 
Standard 

Quality of 
Advice 
Standard 

Quality of 
Information 
& 
Signposting 
Standard 

Core Quality 
Standard for 
Services 

Standards 
for Specific 
Services 

Remit Organisational 
Quality 

Advice giving Information & 
Signposting 
provision 

All services Specific 
services 

What is the 
commitment 

Continuation of your existing 
commitment to meet the 

standards and have an external 
assessment. 

Giving a commitment to meet the Standards.  

Frequency 
of 
assessment 

Three yearly 
external 
assessment.  
Annual self-
assessment. 

Three yearly 
assessment of 
service 
management 
(including 
mystery shop). 
Review of 
advice files 1-3 
times over 3 
year 
certification. 

To be 
determined 
via pilot with 
partners. 

To be 
determined 
by your 
organisation. 

To be 
determined 
by your 
organisation. 

Assessment 
method 

Self-
assessment 
and External 
Assessment.  

External 
assessment. 

To be agreed 
(see below). 

Self-
assessment. 

Self-
assessment / 
use of 
external 
standard. 

What does 
assessment 
involve? 

Completion of 
initial self-
assessment.  
1.5 day 
external 
assessment:  

• Stage 1 
(half day) 
all virtual 

• Stage 2 
(full day) 
virtual or 
on site. 

Annual self-
assessment. 

1 day external 
assessment of 
management 
of advice (site 
visit / remote 
assessment).  
Mystery 
shopping in 
agreed 2 week 
timeframe. 
External 
assessment of 
quality of 
advice, 
reviewing 
case-notes.  

To be agreed 
but anticipate 
use of self-
assessment 
form and 
mystery shop. 
 

Use of self-
assessment 
form. Which 
services to be 
assessed / 
frequency, to 
be 
determined 
by your 
organisation.  
Initially 
meeting 4 of 
the 8 key 
quality areas, 
moving to all 
8 within 12 
months of 
launch. 

Use of self-
assessment 
form at a 
frequency to 
be 
determined 
by your 
organisation 
or use of 
external 
standard.  

Ongoing 
activity 

Quarterly confirmation form – takes approx. 5 - 10 minutes to complete the form. 
Annual confirmation form – takes approx. 5 - 10 minutes to complete the form. 
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Timescales for implementation 

All the changes described in this paper will be developed and introduced through working closely with partners, the SOPC and AEA EC. 

Any learning from implementation will be applied to ensure we continually improve our shared quality assurance processes. 
Changes to CQS Pilot ends February 2022. Joint AEA / Age UK Quality Review Group to consider and apply learning prior to the 

Standard and assessment process being signed off by AEA EC.  

Aim to start scheduling next cycle of assessment visits from April 2022. 

Changes to IAQP Plan to start introducing new approach to QAA assessment from spring 2022.  

Will gradually phase in new approach to SMR from summer 2022, according to where each partner is at in the 

assessment cycle to ensure they can passport from the CQS and maintain external AQS accreditation. 

To maintain Information & Signposting elements within the assessment process while the pilot for the new 

Information & Signposting Standard takes place. Aim to work with partners and SOPC to complete and review 

learning from pilot during 2022, with the aim of seeking wider feedback and AEA sign off for the new approach to 

assessing the Information & Signposting benchmarks of IAQP later this year. 

Introduction of Core 

Quality Standard for 

Services 

Work with partners to finalise the wording of the Standard after completion of the CQS pilot to remove any 

duplication. Final version of Standard to be reviewed by SOPC and signed off by AEA EC in April 2022. 

Introduction of 

Specific Service 

quality ‘modules’ 

To be co-produced over time, working together with partners and SOPC. Any new modules to be agreed and 

signed off by AEA EC prior to launch. Currently piloting an approach for the MCST service, so will review 

learning and agree approach with SOPC and AEA EC once the pilot is complete. 

Introduction of new 

reporting forms 

Live testing to take place with partners from February to April 2022. Draft forms / functionality of the portal to be 

shared with partners for feedback. Community of Interest to be reconvened to review and apply learning from the 

testing, prior to sign off by AEA EC. Aim to ‘go live’ in May 2022. 

New approach to 

points of change 

For service related ‘changes’, to introduce this once the Core Quality Standard for Services is signed off. 

For organisational related ‘changes’, to introduce this as the new CQS cycle starts in April 2022. 

Recognising 

excellence scheme 

To convene a group of interested partners to help co-produce this approach in March 2022. Aiming to have an 

approach that can be tested as the first CQS assessment visits start in July 2022. 

Update compliance To commence with the start of the next CQS cycle in April 2022. 

Set up shadow 

Independent Panel 

Adverts for joining the panel to be sent out in spring 2022. Recruitment to take place, involving the AEA and 

national partners. Aim to have the Panel in place before the first CQS assessments start in July 2022. 
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Next steps: 

 

We hope this paper has given you a helpful outline of the proposals for changes to our 

shared Network Quality Assurance Framework.  

 

We would really like to hear your views on the extent to which the proposed changes 

around Quality Assurance: 

• Will help to improve organisational and service quality in the Network. 

• Will help your organisation feel assured that it is meeting the Network standards. 

• Give you confidence that support will be available to help partners improve their quality. 

• Will help your organisation take a more continuous improvement approach to quality. 

 

We would also like to hear: 

• If there are any other measures you would like to see added to the Network Quality 

Assurance Framework.  

• If you have any concerns about how your organisation would meet / evidence the 

quality standards.  

 

You can share your feedback by: 

• Completing the electronic feedback Form here: 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=SB0-

FBaIvEeD3nw9rCcOL739ljn0c19CqS7r9JuyoIBUQVpLUVo0NU1GQlExS1I4RVMwV1c

2UUxGVi4u  

• e-mailing your feedback to your regional AEA EC representative 

 

If you’d like to find out more before sending in your response, you can: 

• Join us at a webinar session. These will be held on: 

o Monday 7 February 2pm – 3pm  

o Monday 21 February 11am – 12pm 

o Monday 7 March 2pm – 3pm   

To book a place, visit: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/network-quality-assurance-

framework-consultation-webinar-tickets-245859461267 

• Invite a member of the Quality Team to a Board / managers meeting to discuss the 

proposals in more detail, by e-mailing quality@ageuk.org.uk  

 

Please provide your consultation response before 18 March. 

Age UK and the AEA EC will then review the feedback received and identify any changes 

or further work required before launching the updated Network Quality Assurance 

Framework. 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=SB0-FBaIvEeD3nw9rCcOL739ljn0c19CqS7r9JuyoIBUQVpLUVo0NU1GQlExS1I4RVMwV1c2UUxGVi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=SB0-FBaIvEeD3nw9rCcOL739ljn0c19CqS7r9JuyoIBUQVpLUVo0NU1GQlExS1I4RVMwV1c2UUxGVi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=SB0-FBaIvEeD3nw9rCcOL739ljn0c19CqS7r9JuyoIBUQVpLUVo0NU1GQlExS1I4RVMwV1c2UUxGVi4u
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eventbrite.co.uk%2Fe%2Fnetwork-quality-assurance-framework-consultation-webinar-tickets-245859461267&data=04%7C01%7CHeather.Stephenson%40ageuk.org.uk%7C0877f2b2cc774d26713608d9d74453b7%7C143e1d48881647bc83de7c3dac270e2f%7C0%7C0%7C637777510728560572%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=hCbdybspTOqvBM%2BCAR3ear0NkSYoUb3uwbV6TAg6P7k%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eventbrite.co.uk%2Fe%2Fnetwork-quality-assurance-framework-consultation-webinar-tickets-245859461267&data=04%7C01%7CHeather.Stephenson%40ageuk.org.uk%7C0877f2b2cc774d26713608d9d74453b7%7C143e1d48881647bc83de7c3dac270e2f%7C0%7C0%7C637777510728560572%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=hCbdybspTOqvBM%2BCAR3ear0NkSYoUb3uwbV6TAg6P7k%3D&reserved=0
mailto:quality@ageuk.org.uk

